
Course Playing Handicap Tables and CGF Handicap Calculator
The Datagolf links on the website contain the latest published Handicap 
tables for CGF courses.If members find a dated version of the tables 
then that is because their device is using its cache memory and not 
what is current. To view the latest content refresh your browser using the 
circled arrow (or similar) in the URL line. The CGF handicap calculator 
where you would key in handicap and course information is no longer 
maintained and again may be a cache item if you are still able to view it.
CONGU playing handicaps and EGA conversion
The method of converting CONGU to EGA handicaps was amended by 
the EGA in June 2016. The link to the document explaining the process 
can be viewed via the Press release section HERE. In brief the CONGU 
exact handicap is converted to EGA and then the player uses the 
appropriate course playing handicap table for the tee in use. In 
competitions run using Datagolf the Comp Secs enter the player as a 
CONGU player and Datagolf will make the correct conversion to EGA 
course playing handicaps and has been doing so all season! Those with 
an interest in how this is done can always read the publicly available 
documents.
Orange Tees
The Orange tees introduced in November 2016 have replaced the old 
Composite Course setup. The Orange tees are provided to enable play 
inside the wire and can be used for any Handicap qualifying events as 
they incorporate the exact same base data that is used to calculate the 
Rating for the rest of the course, albeit in a different sequence. Some 
holes are obviously played twice and Men need to be aware that where 
a tee is used twice, that on the second occasion the Red (forward) 
teeing ground is used. Holes affected are 13th Plateau, 16th Leeway, 
17th Playing Fields and 18th Clunis.
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